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Charlesworth, James H.. _Jesus and Archaeology_. Eerdmans. 2006. Paperback. 740pp. Moderate to heavy underlining, edge-worn wrappers, otherwise sound. $27 [702758]


Herzog, Ze'ev; George Rapp, J. and Ora Negbi eds.. __Excavations at Tel Michal, Israel [Publications of the Institute of Archaeology, no. 8]__. University of Minnesota Press & The Sonia and Marco Nadler Institute of Archaeology, Tel Aviv University. 1988. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 462pp. Very good; bumped corners. $8 [703380]


Kampen, John and Moshe J. Bernstein, Eds..  __Reading 4QMMT: New Perspectives on Qumran Law and History [SBL, Symposium Series, No. 2]__. Scholars. 1996. Paperback. 169pp. Slightly worn and scuffed wrappers, otherwise, very good.  $16  [702346]

Kittel, Bonnie Pedrotti.  __The Hymns of Qumran: Translation and Commentary [SBL, Dissertation Series, No. 50]__. Scholars. 1981. Paperback. 222pp. Slightly edge bumped wrappers; otherwise, very good.  $8  [702345]

Lefebvre, Gustave ed..  __Inscriptiones Graecae Aegypti, V. Inscriptiones Christianae Aegypti__. Ares Publishing Inc.. 1978. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 173pp. Volume 5 only. Bumped board corners, previous owner's name, otherwise very good.  $67  [703022]


Magness, Jodi. __The Archaeology of Qumran and the Dead Sea Scrolls__. Eerdmans. 2002. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 238pp. Sunned spine and board edges, a number of leaves dented at lower edge, otherwise good. $8 [702476]


Martone, Corrado. __La 'Regola della Comunita', Edizione Critica__. Silvio Zamorani Editore. 1995. Paperback. 234pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Wrappers are worn, rubbed and scuffed. Some bumping to edges and corners of wrappers. $27 [703371]


Moorey, P.R.S. and P.J. Parr ed.. __Archaeology in the Levant: Essays for Kathleen Kenyon__. Aris & Phillips Ltd.. 1978. Hardcover with dust jacket. 296pp. Good; previous owner's name, torn dust jacket. $27 [703412]


Segert, Stanislav. _A Basic Grammar of the Ugaritic Language, with Selected Texts and Glossary_. University of California. 1984. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 213pp. Ink underlining, previous owner's name, personal library label on spine. $15 [702577]


Ulrich, Eugene and Peter W. Flint. _Qumran Cave 1, II: The Isaiah Scrolls Part 1: Plates and Transcriptions [Discoveries in the Judaean Desert XXXII.1]_. Oxford. 2010. Hardcover with dust jacket. 151pp. VG/G. Dust jacket slightly torn and taped down to boards. $97 [702844]


ART

de Campos, D. Redig. __Michaelangelo: The Frescoes of the Pauline Chapel in the Vatican__. Silvana Collection Art Editions. Hardcover with dust jacket. pp. Folio; 18 page introduction, 14 plates, in black and white and in full color; with Index. Worn cover, yellowed pages, chipped and torn dust jacket, previous owner's name inside. $15 [703405]

BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION


Barbour, R. S..  __Traditio-Historical Criticism of the Gospels: Some Comments on Current Methods [Studies in Creative Criticism]__.  SPCK. 1972. Paperback. 54pp. Pencil underlining and markings throughout. Previous owner's name, stamps, and date within. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. $8 [701626]


Boring, M. Eugene. Disciples and the Bible: A History of Disciples Biblical Interpretation in North America: Where We've Been... Where We Are... Where Do We Go From Here? Chalice. 1997. Paperback. 502pp. Previous owner name to half title. Frequent highlighter and penciling throughout. Wrappers are edge worn, curled and creased to spine. $11 [703003]


Bruce, F. F.. Biblical Exegesis in the Qumran Texts. Tyndale Press. 1960. Paperback. 88pp. Previous owner name inked to title, with pencil and ink underlining throughout. Wrappers are chipped, scuffed and rubbed. $8 [703186]
Bruce, F. F. __The Books and the Parchments: Some Chapters on the Transmission of the Bible (Revised Edition)__. Fleming H. Revell Co. 1963. Hardcover with dust jacket. 287pp. Ex-library. Frequent pencil underlining and markings throughout. Dust jacket is badly edge chipped and torn, tape repaired to spine. Boards are edge worn, splitting and curled. $8 [702619]


Collins, John J. __The Apocalyptic Imagination: An Introduction to the Jewish Matrix of Christianity. 3rd edition__. Crossroad. 2016. Paperback. 442pp. Light penciling, previous owner's name, stamps, and date within. Otherwise very good. $22 [701668]


Deist, F. E.; W. K. Winckler, Trans. by. __Towards the Text of the Old Testament__. N. G. Kerkboekhandel Transvaal Pretoria. 1981. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 301pp. Ink underlining and markings throughout. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down, with personal library label to spine. $40 [702325]

Dillmann, August. __The Ethiopic Text of 1 Enoch [Ancient Texts and Translations]__. Wipf and Stock. 9/16/2005. Paperback. 150pp. Ethiopic text. $10 [703254]


Gottwald, Norman K. and Richard A. Horsley, Eds.. __The Bible and Liberation: Political and Social Hermeneutics (Revised Edition) [The Bible and Liberation]__. Orbis / SPCK. 1993. Paperback. 558pp. Wrappers are gently edge worn and scuffed; faded to spine. $27 [702283]


Hall, David R..  __The Seven Pillories of Wisdom__.  Peeters/Mercer.  1990.  Hardcover, no dust jacket.  137pp.  Very good; previous owner's name, stamps, and date within.  $16  [701697]


Harrissville, Roy A. and Walter Sundberg.  __The Bible in Modern Culture: Baruch Spinoza to Brevard Childs (Second Edition)__.  Eerdmans.  2002.  Paperback.  349pp.  Very good.  Previous owner's name, stamps, and date within.  $8  [701762]


Horrell, David G., Cherryl Hunt, Christopher Southgate and Francesca Stravrakopoulou, Eds.. __Ecological Hermeneutics: Biblical, Historical and Theological Perspectives__. T. & T. Clark. 2010. Paperback. 333pp. Highlighter and pencil underlining and markings throughout. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed, some peeling to corners. $30 [701923]


Jellicoe, Sidney. __The Septuagint and Modern Study__. Oxford - Clarendon. 1968. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 424pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $14 [703206]


Johnson, Dennis E.. __Him We Proclaim: Preaching Christ From All the Scriptures__. P & R Publishing. 2007. Paperback. 493pp. Previous owner blindstamp to title. Wrappers are edge worn, curled and scuffed. $9 [702672]


Katz, Peter. _Philo's Bible: The Aberrant Text of Bible Quotations in Some Philonic Writings and Its Place in the Textual History of the Greek Bible_. Cambridge. 1950. Hardcover with dust jacket. 161pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Dust jacket is badly edge chipped and torn; covered with mylar. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. Heavy foxing throughout. $32 [703356]


Kenyon, Sir Frederic. _Our Bible and the Ancient Manuscripts_. Eyre & Spottiswoode. 1941. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 266pp. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down with penciling throughout. Boards are edge worn, chipped and frayed. Foxing throughout. $10 [703143]


McGregor, Leslie John. __The Greek Text of Ezekiel: An Examination of Its Homogeneity [SBL, Septuagint and Cognate Studies Series, No. 18]__. Scholars. 1985. Paperback. 296pp. Highlighter markings throughout; previous owner name inked to inside front wrapper. Wrappers are edge worn, creased and scuffed. $8 [702393]

Metzger, Bruce M.  _Manuscripts of the Greek Bible: An Introduction to Greek Palaeography_.  Oxford. 1981. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 150pp. Previous owner's name inside front cover, bumped board corners, personal library label on spine. Otherwise very good. $57 [702455]


Miles, John Russiano.  _Retroversion and Text Criticism: The Predictability of Syntax in an Ancient Translation From Greek to Ethiopic [SBL, Septuagint and Cognate Studies Series, No. 17]_.  Scholars. 1985. Paperback. 212pp. Previous owner name inked to inside front wrapper, with personal library label to spine. Wrappers are edge worn, scuffed and rubbed; faded to spine. $16 [702337]


Nicholls, Bruce, Julie Belding and Joseph Shao, Eds..  _Light For Our Path: The Authority, Inspiration, Meaning and Mission of Scripture_.  Asia Theological Association. 2013. Paperback. 333pp. Previous owner's name, stamps, and date within. Wrappers are edge worn, curled and scuffed. $16 [701664]


Parry, Donald W..  _Exploring the Isaiah Scrolls and Their Textual Variants [Supplements to the Textual History of the Bible]_.  Brill. 2020. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 509pp. Moderate yellow highlighting and some penciling, binding beginning to split (but still secure) between front blank and half-title page. $77 [702167]


Satterthwaite, P. E. and D. F. Wright, Eds.. _A Pathway into the Holy Scripture_. Eerdmans. 1994. Paperback. 344pp. Previous owner's name, stamps, and date within. Wrappers are edge worn, curled and scuffed.  $9 [701712]


Silva, Moises. __Biblical Words and Their Meaning: An Introduction to Lexical Semantics__. Academie Books. 1983. Paperback. 201pp. Wrappers are worn, scuffed and rubbed with fading to spine. Previous owner personal library label to spine. $8 [702357]


Smalley, Beryl. __The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages__. Basil Blackwell. 1984. Paperback. 406pp. Ink and penciling throughout. Previous owner name inked to half title. Slight staining to lower edge of leaves. Wrappers are edge worn, curled and scuffed. $8 [703340]


Torrey, R. A. __What the Bible Teaches: A Thorough and Comprehensive Study of what the Bible has to Say Concerning the Great Doctrines of which it Treats__. Chicago: Fleming H. Revell. 1898. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 539pp. Good. 8vo, maroon cloth, gilt spine lettering. Tips rubbed, penciling to a few pages, sound otherwise. Good large-format early printing. $11 [U49417]


Van der Jagt, Krijn. __Anthropological Approaches to the Interpretation of the Bible [UBS Monograph Series, No. 8]__. United Bible Societies. 2002. Paperback. 120pp. Very good. $20 [701913]

Van der Toorn, Karel. ___Scribal Culture and the Making of the Hebrew Bible___. Harvard University. 2007. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 401pp. Highlighter markings throughout. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down. $19 [702055]


Vandevelde, Pol. ___The Task of the Interpreter: Text, Meaning, and Negotiation___. Pittsburgh. 2005. Paperback. 240pp. Extensive ink and pencil underlining and marginalia, previous owner's name, stamps, and dates within. $20 [701714]


Wallace, Mark I.. ___The Second Naivete: Barth, Ricoeur, and the New Yale Theology___. Mercer Press. 1990. Paperback. 130pp. Highlighter and penciling throughout. Previous owner name inked to inside front wrapper. Small stain to first few leaves at upper right corner (very small stain). Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. $16 [702583]


Wevers, John Williams. _Notes on the Greek Text of Exodus [SBL, Septuagint and Cognate Studies Series, No. 30]_. Scholars. 1990. Paperback. 678pp. Wrappers are gently worn and creased to spine. Else good. $32 [702382]

Wiarda, Timothy. _Interpreting Gospel Narratives: Scenes, People, and Theology_. Broadman & Holman. 2010. Paperback. 245pp. Very good; previous owner's name, stamps, and date within. $8 [701556]


CHURCH HISTORY


Atkinson, James, Ed. and Trans. by. _LCC: Luther: Early Theological Works_. Westminster Press. 1962. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 380pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP, with pencil underlining and markings throughout. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $11 [703161]


Barnard, L. W.. __Studies in the Apostolic Fathers and Their Background__. Schocken Books. 1966. Hardcover with dust jacket. 177pp. Previous owner name inked to half title, with ink markings inside. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed. Edge worn boards. $16 [703167]


Bauer, Walter; Robert A. Kraft and Gerhard Krodel, Eds.. __Orthodoxy and Heresy in Earliest Christianity__. Fortress. 1979. Paperback. 326pp. Previous owner library stamp to half title. Highlighter, pencil and ink markings throughout. Wrappers are edge worn, creased and scuffed. $27 [703379]

Berchman, Robert M.. __From Philo to Origen: Middle Platonism in Transition [Brown Judaic Studies, No. 69]__. Scholars. 1984. Paperback. 359pp. Frequent and heavy pencil underlining and markings throughout. Previous owner name inked to half title. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed; faded to spine. $20 [703093]

Bettenson, Henry, Ed. and Trans. by. __The Later Christian Fathers: A Selection From the Writings of the Fathers From St. Cyril of Jerusalem to St. Leo the Great__. Oxford. 1970. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 294pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP, with pencil underlining and markings throughout. Boards are edge worn, scuffed and rubbed. $8 [703158]


Bornkamm, Heinrich. __Luther und das Alte Testament__. J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck). 1948. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 234pp. Previous owner name inked to title. Wrappers are edge worn, faded and chipped. Curled and scuffed. $9 [703398]


Bruce, F. F.. __The Spreading Flame: The Rise and Progress of Christianity from Its First Beginnings to the Conversion of the English__. Eerdmans. 1964. Hardcover with dust jacket. 432pp. Extensive ink underlining, very tender hinges. Dust jacket torn and taped down to boards. $8 [702840]


Clark, Elizabeth A.. __Reading Renunciation: Asceticism and Scripture in Early Christianity__. Princeton. 1999. Paperback. 420pp. Pencil underlining and markings throughout, with sparse highlighter. Previous owner name inked to half title. Wrappers are edge worn, curled and scuffed. $27 [702997]

Clements, Don K.. __The Historical Roots of the Presbyterian Church in America: A Presbyterian Primer__. Metokos Press. 2006. Paperback. 250pp. Very good. $8 [702703]

Crehan, Joseph. _The Osterley Selection From the Latin Fathers_. Longmans. 1966. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 109pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Ink and pencil underlining and markings throughout. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. $11 [703129]

Dassmann, Ernst. _Der Stachel im Fleisch: Paulus in der Fruehchristlichen Literatur Bis Irenaus_. Aschendorff Munster. 1979. Paperback. 335pp. Ink underlining and markings throughout. Wrappers are edge worn, curled and scuffed. $10 [703302]

Davis, Leo Donald. _The First Seven Ecumenical Councils (325-787): Their History and Theology [Theology and Life Series]_. Michael Glazier, Inc.. 1987. Paperback. 342pp. Previous owner name inked to series page. Highlighter markings throughout. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. $9 [703062]

Desjardins, Michel R. _Sin in Valentinianism [SBL, Dissertation Series, No. 108]_. Scholars. 1990. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 157pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Boards are edge bumped. Otherwise, very good. $9 [703144]


Fredouille, Jean-Claude. _Tertullien Et La Conversion De La Culture Antique_. Etudes Augustiniennes. 1972. Paperback. 547pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Wrappers are worn and slightly faded. $27 [703058]


Gonzalez, Justo L.. _A History of Christian Thought, 3 Volumes (Revised Edition)_ . Abingdon. 1987. Paperback. pp. 3 volumes. Previous owner name inked to half titles. Pencil underlining throughout all volumes, with highlighter to volume 1. Wrappers are edge worn, creased and scuffed. $15 [703320]

Goodspeed, Edgar J.; Robert M. Grant, Revised and Enlarged by. _A History of Early Christian Literature_. University of Chicago. 1966. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 214pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP, with a library stamp of owners name. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. $8 [703322]

Grant, Robert. _Gods and the One God: Christian Theology in the Greco-Roman World_. SPCK. 1986. Paperback. 211pp. Previous owner name inked to half title. Highlighter, ink and penciling throughout. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. $8 [703287]


Grant, Robert M. and Glen W. Menzies, Intro., Trans., and Notes by. _Joseph's Bible Notes (Hypomnestikon) [SBL, Texts and Translations Series 41; Early Christian Series 9]_. Scholars. 1996. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 372pp. Ex-library. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Slight edge wear to boards. $15 [703065]

Gregg, Robert C. and Dennis E. Groh. _Early Arianism: A View of Salvation_. Fortress. 1981. Hardcover with dust jacket. 209pp. Highlighter and pencil markings throughout. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Dust jacket and boards are edge worn and scuffed; slight chipping to edges of jacket. $11 [703104]


Grutzmacher, Georg. __Hieronymus, Eine Biographische Studie zur Alten Kirchengeschichte, 3 Volumes__. Scientia Verlag Aalen. 1969. Hardcover, no dust jacket. pp. 3 volumes. Faint penciling to lower edge of leaves on volume 1. Previous owner name inked to FFEPs. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. $47 [703358]


Hanna, William Herbert. __Biography of Thomas Campbell, Advocate of Christian Union__. College Press. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 222pp. Good; slight markings in the text. $8 [702855]

Hanson, R. P. C. __Origen's Doctrine of Tradition__. S. P. C. K.. 1954. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 214pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Highlighter and penciling throughout. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $16 [703109]


Heisey, Nancy R. __Origen the Egyptian: A Literary and Historical Consideration of the Egyptian Background in Origen's Writings on Martyrdom__. Paulines Publications Africa. 2000. Paperback. 240pp. Signed by author. Ink and pencil underlining and markings throughout. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. $22 [703190]


Hurst, Andre, Olivier Reverdin and Jean Rudhardt. __Papyrus Bodmer XXIX: Vision de Dorotheos__. Foundation Martin Bodmer Cologny-Geneve. 1984. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 127pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Boards are yellowed and scuffed. $27 [703267]


Knox, R. A.. __Enthusiasm: A Chapter in the History of Religion, With Special Reference to the XVII and XVIII Centuries__. Collins. 1987. Paperback. 622pp. Infrequent highlighter and ink markings inside; previous owner name inked to half title. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. $27 [703030]


Lane, Anthony N. S.. __John Calvin: Student of the Church Fathers__. Baker Books. 1999. Paperback. 304pp. Wrappers are slightly edge worn and scuffed. Previous owner name to half-title. $16 [702992]
Leinhard, Joseph T.  __Contra Marcellum: Marcellus of Ancyra and Fourth-Century Theology__.  Catholic University of America Press.  1999. Hardcover, no dust jacket.  280pp.  Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Boards are slightly edge worn and bumped.  $37 [703067]


MacLure, Millar; Peter Pauls and Jackson Campbell Boswell eds..  __Register of Sermons Preached at Paul's Cross 1534-1642 [Centre for Reformation and Renaissance Studies Occasional Publications 6]__.  Dovehouse.  1989. Paperback.  151pp.  Some pen markings, sound otherwise.  $15 [U49426]


More, Thomas; March'Adour, Germain.  __Praying with Saint Thomas More__.  Amici Thomae Mori. 96. Paperback. 14pp. VG. $15  [U49503]


Moule, Handley C.G..  __Charles Simeon__.  Inter-Varisty Fellowship. 1948. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 192pp. Ex-library, large strip of clear tape along lower spine and board edges, otherwise sound.  $8  [702592]

Murray, Iain H..  __Evangelicalism Divided: A Record of Crucial Change in the Years 1950 to 2000__.  Banner of Truth Trust. 2001. Hardcover with dust jacket. 342pp. G/G. Corner bumped to boards and jacket; else good. $16  [702601]


Oberman, Heiko Augustinus.  __The Harvest of Medieval Theology: Gabriel Biel and Late Medieval Nominalism__.  A Labyrinth Book: Baker Academic. 2000. Paperback. 495pp. Previous owner name inked to half title. Wrappers are slightly edge worn and curled.  $22  [703072]


Patterson, L. G. __God and History in Early Christian Thought__. Seabury Press. 1967. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 181pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Slightly cocked spine. Penciling inside. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $8 [703257]


Pelikan, Jaroslav. __Obedient Rebels: Catholic Substance and Protestant Principle in Luther's Reformation__. Harper & Row. 1964. Hardcover with dust jacket. 212pp. G/G. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Dust jacket and boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. Slight chipping to edges of jacket. $8 [703055]


Prestige, G. L. __Fathers and Heretics: Six Studies in Dogmatic Faith With Prologue and Epilogue (Bampton Lectures, 1940)__. S. P. C. K. 1963. Paperback. 211pp. Wrappers are worn, rubbed and yellowed. Creased and bumped to spine. $8 [703105]

Prestige, G. L. __God in Patristic Thought__. S. P. C. K. 1964. Paperback. 318pp. Wrappers are edge worn, scuffed and badly creased to spine. $16 [703225]


Rordorf, Willy et Andrew Tuilier. __La Doctrine des Douze Apotres (Didache) [Sources Chretiennes, No. 248]__. Les Editions du Cerf. 1978. Paperback. 228pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Wrappers are edge worn, foxed and creased to spine. $16 [703187]


Staab, Karl. __Die Pauluskatenen Nach Den Handschriftlichen Quellen Untersucht [Scripta Pontificii Instituti Biblici]__. Des Papstlichen Bibelinstituts. 1926. Paperback. 282pp. Previous owner name inked to title. Wrappers are edge worn, scuffed and detaching from spine. Heavy foxing throughout. $16 [703142]


Trakatellis, Demetrius Christ. _The Pre-Existence of Christ in the Writings of Justin Martyr [Harvard Theological Review, Harvard Dissertations in Religion, No. 6]_. Scholars. 1976. Paperback. 203pp. Previous owner name inked to half title. Wrappers are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. $27 [703227]


Von Campenhausen, Hans.  __The Fathers of the Latin Church__.  Stanford University.  1964. Hardcover, no dust jacket.  328pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Highlighter and ink markings throughout. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed.  $10 [703057]


Zintzen, Clemens, Hrsg. by. __Der Mittelplatonismus [Wege der Forschung, Band LXX]__. Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft. 1981. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 544pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Very good otherwise. $10 [703301]


Barker, John W..  __Justinian and the Later Roman Empire__.  University of Wisconsin Press.  1977. Paperback.  318pp. Previous owner name inked to title. Wrappers are slightly edge worn and scuffed. $8  [702995]

Calder, William M., III.  __Index Locorum zu Kuhner-Gerth__.  Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft.  1965. Hardcover, no dust jacket.  164pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Cloth boards are edge worn, faded and scuffed.  $16  [703189]


Cox, Patricia. __Biography in Late Antiquity: A Quest for the Holy Man [The Transformation of the Classical Heritage, V]__. University of California. 1983. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 166pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Highlighter and ink markings throughout. Boards are slightly edge worn and scuffed. $10 [703359]


Dover, K. J. __Greek Homosexuality: Updated and With a New Postscript__. Harvard University. 1989. Paperback. 246pp. Highlighter and pencil markings throughout. Previous owner name inked to inside front wrapper. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. $8 [702516]

Ernout, Alfred and Francois Thomas. __Syntaxe Latine (2nd Edition) [Nouvelle Collection a L'Usage Des Classes, XXXVIII]__. Editions Klincksieck. 1964. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 522pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Boards are slightly edge chipped, worn and scuffed. Some discoloration to boards. $8 [703079]


Euripides; Arthur S. Way, Trans. by. __Loeb: Euripides, Vol. II: Electra; Orestes; Iphigeneia in Taurica; Andromache; Cyclops__. Harvard / William Heinemann. 1939. Hardcover with dust jacket. 591pp. Stained cover, end papers and pages; boards slightly bowed; foxing $8 [703228]

Euripides; P.T. Stevens ed.. __Andromache (in Greek, with Introduction and Commentary in English)__. Oxford. 1971. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 255pp. Greek text with Introduction and Commentary in English. Extensive but tidy red ink underlining, heavy pencil marginalia, previous owner's name, cocked spine, personal library label on spine. $14 [701987]


Flaceliere, Robert. _A Literary History of Greece_. Aldine. 1964. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 395pp. Ex-library, very worn cover, very shaken, foxing, slight markings in the text. $8 [702575]


Greene, William Chase. _Scholia Platonica [American Philological Association, Monograph Series, No. 8]_. Scholars. 1981. Paperback. 569pp. Previous owner name inked to half title. Wrappers are worn and scuffed. $27 [703182]

Hadas, Moses. _A History of Greek Literature_. Columbia University. 1950. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 327pp. Light highlighter and penciling throughout. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. $8 [702581]


Honigman, Sylvie.  __The Septuagint and Homeric Scholarship in Alexandria: A Study in the Narrative of the Letter of Aristeas__.  Routledge.  2003. Hardcover, no dust jacket.  210pp. Highlighter, ink and penciling throughout; previous owner name inked to front paste-down. $47  [702332]


Jowett, B.. __The Dialogues of Plato, 5 volumes (Third Edition, Revised and Augmented)__. Oxford University Press, American Branch. 1892. Hardcover, no dust jacket. pp. 5 volumes. Previous owner name to FFEPs, with very slight penciling. Personal owner library label to spines. Boards are edge worn, chipped and scuffed. Some fraying. Cracked hinges, with buckram repairs to some. Flaking to edges of leaves due to age, no text affected. $77  


Meillet, A. et J. Vendryes. __Traite de Grammaire Comparee des Langues Classiques__. Librairie Ancienne Honore Champion. 1966. Paperback. 779pp. Previous owner name inked to half title. Highlighter and pencil markings throughout. Wrappers are edge worn, creased and scuffed.  $27

Oikonomides, Al. N., Compiled by. _Abbreviations in Greek Inscriptions: Papyri Manuscripts and Early Printed Books_. Ares Publishers. 1964. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 204pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Yellowed end pages. Slightly edge worn boards. $37 [703259]


Reinhardt, Karl. _Poseidonios von Apameia der Rhodier Genannt_. Alfred Druckenmuller Verlag. . Paperback. pp. Previous owner name inked to title. Infrequent highlighter, ink and pencil markings. Wrappers are edge worn, curled and scuffed. $11 [703350]


Sophocles; F. Storr trans.. _Loeb: Sophocles, vol. I: Oedipus the King; Oedipus at Colonus, Antigone_. Heinemann / G.P. Putnam's. 1939. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 419pp. Rubbed and slightly edge-worn cover, otherwise very good. $15 [702824]


COMMENTARIES- NEW TESTAMENT

Abbott, T. K..  __ICC: Epistles to the Ephesians and to the Colossians__.  T. & T. Clark.  1968.  Hardcover, no dust jacket.  315pp.  Highlighter markings throughout; with previous owner name inked to FFEP. Boards are edge worn and scuffed.  $8  [703290]

Achtemeier, Paul J..  __Hermeneia: 1 Peter__.  Fortress.  1996.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  423pp.  NF/NF  $22  [703018]


Aune, David E.. __WBC: Revelation 6-16__. Thomas Nelson Publishers. 1998. Hardcover with dust jacket. 903pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is slightly edge worn. Previous owner's name, stamps, and date within. $32 [701636]


Barth, Karl. __Der Romerbrief__. Chr. Kaiser, Verlag in Munchen. 1922. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 528pp. Penciling throughout, with previous owner name inked to FFEP. Boards are edge worn, scuffed and bumped. $10 [703141]

Barth, Markus. __AB: Ephesians, 2 Volumes__. Doubleday. 1974. Hardcover, no dust jacket. pp. 2 volumes. Previous owner name and personal library label to both volumes. Red ink underlining throughout. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. $15 [701944]

Barth, Markus and Helmut Blanke. __The Letter to Philemon [The Eerdmans Critical Commentary]__. Eerdmans. 2000. Hardcover with dust jacket. 561pp. VG/VG. Very good. $16 [703370]


Best, Ernest. _A Commentary on the First and Second Epistles to the Thessalonians_. Hendrickson. 1972. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 376pp. Pale yellow highlighting throughout, some pencil marginalia, previous owner's name. Sound otherwise. $8 [701989]


Boring, M. Eugene. __Revelation [Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching]__. JKP. 1989. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 236pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP, with infrequent ink markings to text. Boards are edge worn and bumped. $8 [703054]

Bray, Gerald. __Romans [Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture]__. IVP. 1998. Hardcover with dust jacket. 404pp. VG/VG, previous owner's name, stamps, and date within. $11 [701657]


Jewett, Robert. __Hermeneia: Romans__. Fortress. 2006. Hardcover with dust jacket. 1140pp. VG/VG, previous owner's name, stamps, and date within. $67 [701564]


Kasemann, Ernst. __Commentary on Romans__. Eerdmans. 1980. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 428pp. Highlighter and pencil markings throughout. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down, with personal library label to spine. Boards are bowed, bent and scuffed. Lower corner of back leaves are bent. $8 [702517]


Marcus, Joel. _AB: Mark 1-8_. Doubleday. 2000. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 569pp. Highlighter markings throughout; previous owner name inked to front paste-down. Boards are worn, faded and scuffed. $47 [702284]


Martin, Ralph P.. _WBC: 2 Corinthians_. Word Books. 1986. Hardcover with dust jacket. 527pp. G/G. Dust jacket and boards are edge worn and scuffed. $8 [701547]


Moule, C. F. D.. __The Epistles of Paul the Apostle to the Colossians and to Philemon [Cambridge Greek Testament Commentary]__. Cambridge. 1977. Paperback. 170pp. Previous owner's name, stamps, and date within. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. $8

Mounce, William D.. __WBC: Pastoral Epistles__. Thomas Nelson. 2000. Hardcover with dust jacket. cxxxvi; 641pp. Ink underlining and markings throughout. Previous owner's name, stamps, and date within. Dust jacket and boards are slightly edge worn and scuffed. $37
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Thompson, Marianne Meye.  __NTL: John, A Commentary__.  WJKP.  2015. Hardcover, no dust jacket.  532pp. Very good.  $27  [701855]


Westcott, Brooke Foss.  __Saint Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians: The Greek Text, With Notes and Addenda__.  Eerdmans.  1950. Hardcover, no dust jacket.  212pp. Ink and pencil markings throughout. Previous owner name inked to FFEP, with markings to front paste-down. Boards are edge worn, chipped and scuffed.  $10  [703284]

Westcott, Brooke Foss.  __The Epistle to the Hebrews: The Greek Text With Notes and Essays__.  Eerdmans.  1973. Hardcover with dust jacket.  504pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Infrequent ink markings. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed. Edge worn boards.  $8  [703078]

Westcott, Brooke Foss.  __The Epistles of St. John: The Greek Text With Notes__.  Eerdmans.  1974. Hardcover with dust jacket.  245pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP, with ink markings throughout. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed. Edge worn boards.  $8  [703385]

Williamson, Peter S..  __Ephesians [Catholic Commentary on Sacred Scripture]__.  Baker.  2009. Paperback.  217pp. Good; pencil underlining, previous owner's name, stamps, and date within.  $8  [701649]

Witherington, Ben III.  __1 and 2 Thessalonians: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary__.  Eerdmans.  2006. Paperback.  286pp. Extensive ink underlining, curled wrapper edges. Previous owner's name, stamps, and dates within.  $16  [701756]
Witherington, Ben III. __Letters to Philemon, the Colossians, and the Ephesians. A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary on the Captivity Epistles__. Eerdmans. 2007. Paperback. 382pp. Good; light to moderate pencil underlining, previous owner's name, stamps, and date within. $22 [701583]


COMMEN TARIES- OLD TESTAMENT


Allen, Leslie C.. __NICOT: The Books of Joel, Obadiah, Jonah and Micah__. Eerdmans. 1976. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 427pp. Ink underlining and markings throughout. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down, with personal library label to spine. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $8 [702328]


Andersen, Francis I.. __AB: Habakkuk__. Doubleday. 2001. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 387pp. Highlighter markings throughout. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed; faded to spine. $35 [702374]

Andersen, Francis I. and David Noel Freedman. __AB: Amos__. Doubleday. 1989. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 979pp. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $8 [702372]


Carroll, Robert P.. _OTL: Jeremiah_. Westminster. 1986. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 874pp. Rubbed cover, spine slightly concave, previous owner's name. Otherwise a sound, unmarked copy. $11 [701826]


Clines, David J. A.. _WBC: Job 1-20_. Word Books. 1989. Hardcover with dust jacket. 501pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge worn and creased; Previous owner's name, stamps, and date inside.. $19 [701569]


Clines, David J. A.. _WBC: Job 21-37_. Thomas Nelson. 2006. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 1038pp. Infrequent highlighter markings throughout. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down. Boards are edge worn and bumped. $32 [702184]
Cogan, Mordechai. _AB: 1 Kings_. Doubleday. 2001. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 556pp. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down. Boards are edge worn, bumped and scuffed. Faded to spine. $30 [702366]


Collins, John J. _Hermeneia: Daniel_. Fortress. 1993. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 499pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Boards are slightly edge worn and curled. $47 [703114]


Craigie, Peter C. _NICOT: Book of Deuteronomy_. Eerdmans. 1976. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 423pp. Ink underlining and markings throughout. Boards are edge worn. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down, with personal library label to spine. $14 [702478]


Di Lella, Alexander A. __AB: Daniel__. Doubleday & Co. 1985. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 345pp. Highlighter markings throughout. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down, with personal owner library label to spine. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. $10 [702399]


Feuer, Rabbi Avrohom Chaim. _Tehillim, Psalms: A New Translation with a Commentary Anthologized From Talmudic, Midrashic and Rabbinic Sources_. Masorah Publications, Ltd. 2010. Hardcover with dust jacket. 847pp. This volume only. Ink underlining and markings throughout. Dust jacket and boards are edge worn and scuffed. Slight staining to outer edge of leaves. $16 [702755]

Fisch, Dr. S. _Ezekiel [Soncino Books of the Bible]_. Soncino Press. 1960. Hardcover with dust jacket. 350pp. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed. Boards are edge worn and rubbed. $10 [702805]


Fox, Michael V. _AB: Proverbs 10-31_. Yale University. 2009. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 728pp. Slightly worn and scuffed boards. $47 [702301]


Greenberg, Moshe. __AB: Ezekiel 1-20__. Doubleday. 1986. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 388pp. Highlighter markings throughout; previous owner name inked to front paste-down with personal library label to spine. Cocked spine. Boards are edge worn, scuffed and bumped. $8 [702163]

Gryson, Roger. __Commentaires de Jerome Sur Le Prophete Isaiæ, Livres I-IV__. Verlag Herder Frieburg. 1993. Paperback. 469pp. Wrappers are gently worn and scuffed; most leaves uncut along top edge. $47 [702131]


Hillers, Delbert R.. __Hermeneia: Micah__. Fortress. 1984. Hardcover with dust jacket. 116pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed. Slightly edge worn boards. $10 [703120]

Hillers, Delbert R.; Paul D. Hanson and Loren Fisher, Eds.. __Hermeneia: Micah__. Fortress. 1984. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 116pp. Highlighter markings throughout; previous owner name inked to front paste-down with personal library label to spine. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $10 [702541]

Holladay, William L.. __Hermeneia: Jeremiah 1__. Fortress. 1986. Hardcover with dust jacket. 682pp. G/G. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Dust jacket and boards are slightly edge worn and scuffed. $22 [703122]

Holladay, William L.; Paul D. Hanson, Ed.. __Hermeneia: Jeremiah 1, A Commentary on the Book of the Prophet Jeremiah, Chapters 1-25__. Fortress. 1986. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 682pp. Highlighter, ink and penciling throughout. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. $27 [702533]

Holladay, William L.; Paul D. Hanson, Ed.. __Hermeneia: Jeremiah 2, A Commentary on the Book of the Prophet Jeremiah, Chapters 26-52__. Fortress. 1989. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 543pp. Highlighter markings throughout; previous owner name inked to front paste-down. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. $30 [702532]

Holladay, William L.; Paul D. Hanson, Ed.. __Hermeneia: Jeremiah 2, A Commentary on the Book of the Prophet Jeremiah, Chapters 26-52__. Fortress. 1989. Hardcover with dust jacket. 543pp. G/G. Previous owner name inked to both front and back free end pages. Dust jacket and boards are edge worn and scuffed. $32 [703125]


Mauchline, John. __1 and 2 Samuel [New Century Bible (RSV)]__. Attic Press. 1971. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 336pp. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down, with personal library label to spine. Ink underlining and markings throughout. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and faded. $9 [702512]


McCarthy, Carmel, Prepared by. __Deuteronomy [Biblia Hebraica Quinta, 5]__. Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft. 2007. Paperback. 190; 104pp. Wrappers are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. $37 [702155]


Milgrom, Jacob. __AB: Leviticus 17-22__. Doubleday. 2000. Hardcover, no dust jacket. pp. Moderate yellow highlighting, previous owner's name; spine is faded and torn at upper edge. Otherwise sound. $30 [702463]


Slotki, I. W. __Chronicles [Soncino Books of the Bible]__. Soncino Press. 1952. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 360pp. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and yellowed. Torn to fore-edge of pages 146-149, text unaffected. Edge worn and scuffed boards. $8 [702809]


Wolff, Hans Walter. __Hermeneia: Hosea__. Fortress. 1974. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 359pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Boards are edge worn, bumped and scuffed. $10 [703117]

Wolff, Hans Walter. __Hermeneia: Joel and Amos__. Fortress. 1977. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 392pp. Ink and pencil underlining and markings throughout. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down. Boards are edge worn, scuffed and rubbed. $15 [702528]

Wolff, Hans Walter. __Hermeneia: Joel and Amos__. Fortress. 1977. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 392pp. Boards are edge worn, bumped and scuffed. $15 [703116]


Wolff, Hans Walter. __Obadiah and Jonah__. Augsburg. 1986. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 191pp. Yellow highlighter markings throughout. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down. Boards are slightly edge worn and scuffed. $8 [702363]

Wolff, Hans Walter; Gary Stansell, Trans. by; Paul D. Hanson, Ed. __Hermeneia: Hosea__. Fortress. 1986. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 259pp. Highlighter throughout; previous owner name inked to front paste-down with personal library label to spine. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. $10 [702542]


Woudstra, Marten H. __NICOT: The Book of Joshua__. Eerdmans. 1982. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 396pp. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down, with personal library label to spine. $8 [702483]
Zimmerli, Walther. __Hermeneia: Ezekiel 1, A Commentary on the Book of the Prophet Ezekiel, Chapters 1-24__. Fortress. 1979. Hardcover with dust jacket. 509pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP. Very infrequent pencil underlining. Dust jacket is edge worn, scuffed and rubbed. Slightly edge worn boards. $22 [703123]


Zimmerli, Walther; Ronald E. Clements, Trans. by; Frank Moore Cross, Klaus Baltzer and Leonard Jay Greenspoon, Eds.. __Hermeneia: Ezekiel 1__. Fortress. 1979. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 509pp. Shaken, with a cocked spine. Highlighter markings throughout, with previous owner name inked to front paste-down. Boards are edge worn, scuffed and rubbed. Slice to upper spine. $22 [702530]


COMMENTARY SETS

Clarke, Adam. __The Holy Bible, Containing the Old and New Testament, 6 Volumes (A New Edition, With the Author's Final Corrections)___. Abingdon-Cokesbury Press. Hardcover, no dust jacket. pp. 6 volumes. Previous owner markings, including blindstamps. Boards are badly edge worn, chipped and frayed. Creasing to spines. Some shaking. $67 [702740]

Henry, Matthew and Thomas Scott. __Commentary on the Holy Bible, 3 Volumes__. Thomas Nelson. 1979. Hardcover, no dust jacket. pp. 3 volumes. Infrequent ink markings. Boards are edge worn, chipped and scuffed. Slightly cocked spines. This set will require extra shipping charges. $16 [702738]

DEVOTIONAL


Chambers, Oswald. __Our Portrait in Genesis__. Marshall, Morgan & Scott. 1957. Hardcover with dust jacket. 72pp. Extensive ink underlining, slightly shaken, stained page edges, badly torn dust jacket. $8 [702756]


Dix, Dom Gregory. __The Shape of the Liturgy__. Dacre Press / A. C. Black. 1960. Hardcover with dust jacket. 764pp. VG/VG. Spine leans just a bit, otherwise a very clean, sharp copy; DJ tips worn, clean and bright otherwise in mylar. $32 [U49483]


Kirchgaessner, Alfons, Ed.. _Unto the Altar: The Practice of Catholic Worship_. Herder / Nelson. 1963. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 203pp. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down. Boards are edge worn and bumped. $8 [703278]

Kuyper, Abraham. _To Be Near Unto God_. Baker Book House. 1979. Paperback. 679pp. Ex-library. Very small stains to front free end page. Puncture wound to back wrapper and last few leaves, and small puncture to front wrapper. Wrappers are edge worn, creased and scuffed. $9 [702612]


Murray, Andrew.  __With Christ in the School of Prayer__.  Revell.  Hardcover, no dust jacket.  274pp.  Good; rubbed and edge-worn cover, cocked spine, previous owner's name.  $16  [703273]


Singh, Sadhu Sundar.  __With and Without Christ__.  Harper & Brothers.  1929.  Hardcover, no dust jacket.  152pp.  Rubbed cover, title plate slightly chipped. Yellowed pages. Remnants of tape, as well as some damage caused by tape removal, on the glued end papers. Otherwise sound and unmarked.  $27  [702877]


Streeter, B.H..  __The Message of Sadhu Sundar Singh__.  Macmillan.  1921.  Hardcover, no dust jacket.  209pp. Shaken, rubbed cover, previous owners' name stamps, yellowed pages.  $16  [702905]

GREEK


Buchner, Dirk, Ed.. _The SBL Commentary on the Septuagint: An Introduction [Septuagint and Cognate Studies, No. 67]_. SBL. 2017. Paperback. 259pp. Yellow highlighter to first few and last few pages; clean after. Wrappers are edge worn, curled and creased. $22 [702269]

Buck, Carl Darling. _Comparative Grammar of Greek and Latin_. University of Chicago Press. 1966. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 405pp. Highlighter and ink markings throughout, with previous owner name inked to FFEP. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $20 [703327]


Denniston, J. D.. _Greek Prose Style_. Oxford - Clarendon. 1965. Hardcover with dust jacket. 139pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP, with pencil underlining throughout. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed. Slight edge wear to boards. $25 [703174]


Farmakides, Anne.  _Modern Greek Reader, I: Language and Civilization Intermediate_. Yale University. 1983. Paperback. 283pp. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. Small ink markings to lower edge of leaves. $27  [701793]


Goodwin, William Watson.  _Syntax of the Moods and Tenses of the Greek Verb (Rewritten and Enlarged)_. Macmillan / St. Martin's Press. 1966. Hardcover with dust jacket. 464pp. Previous owner name inked to FFEP, with ink underlining throughout. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed. Slightly edge worn boards. $16  [703175]


Jacques, Xavier.  _List of Septuagint Words Sharing Common Elements: Supplement to Concordance or Dictionary [Subsidia Biblica, 1]_. Biblical Institute Press. 1972. Paperback. 233pp. Pages 3-11 are detached (as a group), but present. Previous owner name inked to inside front wrapper, with personal library label to spine. Wrappers are edge worn, chipped and scuffed. Creased. $10  [702518]


Moulton, James Hope and George Milligan. _The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament, Illustrated From the Papyri and Other Non-Literary Sources_. Eerdmans. 1976. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 705pp. Very good; previous owner's name, stamps, and date within. $27 [701812]

Moulton, James Hope and George Milligan. _The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament: Illustrated From the Papyri and Other Non-Literary Sources_. Hodder & Stoughton. 1980. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 705pp. Concave spine, previous owner's name, personal library label on spine. Good otherwise. $15 [702571]


Nicoll, W. Robertson, Ed.. __The Expositor's Greek Testament, 5 Volumes__. Eerdmans. Hardcover, no dust jacket. pp. Volume 1 is damp-stained to front board, and has ink underlining and markings throughout. Previous owner's name, stamps, and date within. Boards are edge worn, with scuffing to title blocks on each volume. $20 [701815]


Rahlfs, Alfred. __Septuaginta, 2 Volumes__. Deutsche Bibelstiftung. 1935. Hardcover, no dust jacket. pp. 2 volumes. Boards are slightly worn and scuffed. Previous owner's name, stamps, and date inside. $47 [701523]


Smyth, Herbert Weir; Gordon M. Messing, Revised by. __Greek Grammar__. Harvard University. 1980. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 784pp. Ink underlining throughout. Previous owner name inked to front paste-down, with personal library label to spine. Boards are edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. $8 [702480]


HEBREW


Bauer, Hans and Pontus Leander. __Historische Grammatik der Hebräischen Sprache des Alten Testamentes, Erster Band__. Georg Olms Verlagsbuchhandlung. 1962. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 707pp. Leaves are yellowed. Boards are faded to spine and corner bumped. Previous owner library label to spine, sticker and name inside. $22 [702126]


Bergstrasser, Gotthelf; Peter T. Daniels trans.. __Introduction to the Semitic Languages: Text Specimens and Grammatical Sketches__. Winona Lake. 1983. Paperback. 276pp. Extensive but tidy red ink underlining, bent corners, worn wrappers, personal library label on spine. $37 [702570]


Collins, John J.. __Introduction to the Hebrew Bible, 2nd edition__. Fortress. 2014. Paperback. 620pp. Badly damp-stained, with title page adhered to front wrapper. A number of pages are also adhered to each other along lower margins (can be separated with impacting text). $8 [702049]


Elliger, K. and W. Rudolph. __Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia__. Deutsche Bibelstiftung. 1967. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 1574pp. Good; previous owner's stamp, rubbed cover, worn board corners. $20 [702838]
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